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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. 248 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.2in. x
0.9in.Love plumbs deep below the surface. In 1946, Sarah, a grieving war widow goes to the carnival with friends and is riveted by the tattooed man
in the freak show, adorned in head to toe body art. Later she discovers the man hiding in her haylo , escaped from imprisonment by the evil owner.
She shelters Tom on her farm, fighting a powerful attraction while learning about his mysterious past and gentle nature. When a child goes missing,
Tom uses his psychic gi  to find her but his assistance doesnt relieve the locals mistrust of such an exotic stranger. Small-town prejudice tears the
lovers apart and a very real threat from the carnival owner endangers them. Can the lovers rise above obstacles of fear and hatred to create the
family both have always cravedExcerpt: The man was a walking tapestry of color. Every bit of his skin was covered in tattoos. Angels, devils,
dragons, flames, flowers and skulls were tossed on blue waves. There was no common theme to the tattoos and only the decorative blue swirls
connected them. It gave the impression of flotsam floating in the wake of a shipwreck. In the center of the mans chest was a red heart, not a
Valentine confection but a knobby fist-shaped lump with stubs of aortas sticking out. Wrapped around the heart were links of black chain, binding it
tight. The movements of his muscles as he took his seat caused the images to expand and contract, as if they pulsed with life. With all the ink
covering his body, it took Sarah a moment to notice how very nearly naked he was. A loincloth hung from his hips. As he...
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